Sepsis-induced depression of rat glucose-6-phosphatase gene expression and activity.
Sepsis in rats decreases the hepatic expression of the gluconeogenic enzyme glucose-6-phosphatase (G6Pase). The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship among G6Pase transcription, mRNA, enzymatic activity, and serum glucose levels at different intervals during mild or fulminant sepsis. Both fulminant and mild sepsis immediately decreased hepatic G6Pase mRNA levels. In mild sepsis, levels began to recover late in the time course. Serum glucose levels were maintained in mild sepsis but decreased markedly in fulminant sepsis. G6Pase transcription after fulminant sepsis decreased and never recovered. A similar transcriptional decrease was noted in mild sepsis, but some recovery occurred in this state. Histochemistry after mild sepsis revealed a decrease in G6Pase protein and enzymatic activity that paralleled transcription. These studies suggest that changes in G6Pase transcription and activity are early markers for sepsis-induced alterations in hepatic function. Mechanisms other than gene expression and enzymatic activity serve to maintain glucose levels in mild sepsis, but in the fulminant disorder, compensatory mechanisms fail and hypoglycemia develops.